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By checking the factorization in the number field k of the positive rational 
primes less than the degree of k, it is possible to decide whether or not some in- 
teger 0 of k has a minimal polynomial F(X) all of whose values F(x) at rational 
integer x possess a nontrivial common divisor. 
Let k be a number field of degree n. Generically let 8 be an integer of k 
of maximal degree n with minimal polynomial I;(X) in Z[Xj. The positive 
integer 
i(k) = l.~~;y. gf$. F(x) 
has been studied in a more general context by Gunji and McQuillan [l]. 
For instance if m # 1 is a square free rational integer, then 
i(Q(fl> = ]i 
if m=lmod8 
otherwise 
as is not hard to see. An obvious question to ask is: What fields have 
nontrivial i(k) ? The answer is the following 
THEOREM. i(k) > 1 when and only when some prime p < n possesses at 
least p distinct factors in k. Each and only such primes p divide i(k). 
Proof: Let 8 be any integer of k with field polynomial F(X). Suppose 
the rational prime p has in k the factorization 
where pi is of degree fi . Then the converse to Kummer’s Theorem states 
that 
F(X) = FI(X)el s.0 Fg(X)e, mod p, 
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where F,(X) is a manic polynomial of Z[X] that when taken modulop 
becomes the field polynomial for 8 modulo pi over Z/pZ. Note that r;i(X) 
is of degree fj and a power modulo p of the irreducible polynomial for c9 
modulo pi . 
Suppose p has at least p distinct factors p1 , pz ,..., pD , i.e., suppose 
p < g. Then choose 19 = i mod pi . To insure that 8 is of degree n, let v 
be any integer of k of degree n with minimal polynomial G(X) and let 
q f: p be any prime not dividing the discriminant of v. Then G(X) has no 
repeated roots modulo q. So in addition to choosing 
require also that 
and hence 
Ozimodp,, 
8 = y modq 
F(X) = G(X) mod q. 
But then F(X) has no repeated roots modulo q, hence no repeated roots. 
But field polynomials with no repeated roots are irreducible. Thus 6 is of 
degree n and its minimal polynomial F(X) vanishes identically modulo p, 
i.e., p / i(k). Conversely, if p 1 i(k), merely apply the above converse to 
Kummer’s Theorem. 
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